**F530 3-TIER DUMBBELL / ACCESSORY RACK**

**BODYCRAFT**

**ROCK SOLID STORAGE**

Designed for Any Environment, Our Commercial F530 46” 3-Tier Dumbbell / Accessory Storage Rack Cannot be Beaten. We Start by Using 3 Offset Reinforced Plate Steel Trays for Maximum Safety, Flexibility, and Accessibility. The Top Tray can be Assembled in Either a Flat or Angled Position. When Flat, You can Use the Top Tray for Gym Accessories such as Kettlebells, Lat Attachments (and Dumbbells).

**YOUR CHOICE**

We Designed the Top Tier of our Dumbbell Rack with Two Possible Positions. You can Choose the Flat Position and Use it as an Accessory Tray or Choose the Angled Position to Store a Full Set of Dumbbells.

**NO SLIP GRIP**

The Top Tier Tray Features a Durable PVC No Slip Grip Liner. This Feature Resists Scratches and Keeps all of Your Accessories Right where You left Them.

**A FULL SET**

Designed with Three Solid Offset Trays at 46” Wide Our F530 will Store Most Full Sets of 5lbs to 50lbs Dumbbells while Allowing Enough Space in-between each Dumbbell for Easy In and Out Access. Even when Fully Loaded, the Four Point Stance with no Slip Rubber Feet makes this Rack one of the Most Stable Racks on the Market!
**F530 3-TIER DUMBBELL / ACCESSORY RACK**

**FEATURES**
- Built for Commercial Use. Rated up to 2,100 lbs. (700lbs per tier)
- 3 Solid Trays with No Pinch Points for Maximum Safety
- Top Tray can be set flat or at an Angle During Assembly
- Stylish Side Supports Using Backing Plates and 1/2” Hardware.
- 4 Point Stance Maintains a Rock Solid and Stable Platform.
- No-Slip Rubber Soles Protect Your Floors and Keep the Rack in Position
- Space Saving 46” Compact Design can Accommodate all Dumbbells Styles
- Bolt 2 or More Together to Maximum Storage Capacity
- The Lowest Tray is Elevated for Better Accessibility and Storage Beneath

**SPECS**
- Finish: Powder Coated Steel
- Frame: Metal Feet with Rubber Soles on the Front and Rear Legs
- Construction: Uprights: 2” X 4”, Heavy-Gauge Steel Tubing.
- Trays are Plate Steel with Reinforcement Tubes.
- Tray Width: 41.5” (Measured from Inside Tray Walls)
- Tray Depth: 12.75” (Open Back with No Lip)
- Dimension: 47” L x 23” D x 39.5” H. (2 Racks Assembled 91.5”L)
- Weight Capacity: 2,100 lbs (700lbs Per Tray)
- Boxed Weight: 137lbs
- Boxed Size: 49 X 10.5 X 28

**WARRANTY**
- Residential: Lifetime – Frame / Lifetime – Parts
- Light Commercial: 10 year – Frame / 2 year – Parts / 6 months – Wear Items

**DAISY CHAIN**
Need More Space? We Designed our Rack to have the Ability to Connect Two or More Racks Together making this Rack Ideal for Commercial and Home Environments.